
Room Management System
• LUXURY • EFFICIENCY • COMFORT•  CHOICE 



Enhance Guest comfort and Easy 
Management

 Unmatched options and 
choice for your hotel

 Wide range of modules 
and sensors to select from

 Energy efficient climate 
and Lighting control

 Room Access & Smart 
Occupancy Detection

 Manage different 
scenarios in each guest 
room

 Automated Drape or 
Curtain Control

 Wide Range of Luxury 
Switches & peripherals

 Solution affordable for 
budget hotels also

 Integration with all Major 
PMS 

 Room setting option for 
guest or centrally via the 
hotel management 
system.



What we offer ?

Smart Room 
Management

Mi-Fi RMS offers 
connected guest 
rooms with 
centralized 
management.The 
system can manage 
different scenarios in 
different room and 
with in the room

Creating a 
comfortable, inviting 
environment allows 
guests to better 
appreciate their room

Compatability

The system is fully 
compatable with the 
PMS such as Fidelio, 
Amedius, Opera, 
WINHMS, IDS etc.

The system can work 
with Mi-Fi other 
hospitality solutions 
to enhance guest 
experance

Optionall Use Guest 
Smart Phone or 
Tablet to controll the 
Room

Welcome Scenario

Welcome Scenario enable 
you to set custom welcome 
scenario for the guest

The power in the room is 
turned on when the guest 
slots the key card into the 
wall mounted key card 
switch.

The welcome mode can, be

 turn the lights on

 open the curtains

 set the thermostat to 
comfort mode.



What we offer ?

Energy Efficiency

LCD temperature unit 
enables energy 
efficient climate 
control for heating and 
air conditioning in hotel 
room applications.

Intuitive user interface 
allow the guest to 
easily set the desired 
temperature. Energy-
saving controls 
promote environmental 
responsibility while 
enhancing guest 
comfort.

Remote controll

With the remote 
control, the guest can 
control several 
functions with a 
single touch.

Four different scenes 
can be created in 
order to adapt the 
room atmosphere to 
specific situations, 
like watching TV, 
working, relaxing, etc.

Request for house 
Keeping, DND etc. 
can be set

Exceed expectation

Guests will appreciate 
the option to control 
the lighting, curtains, 
temperature and fan 
control using the user 
friendly interface 
beside.

Option to segregate 
the room to different 
areas and set 
different scenes 
according to guest 
preference. Smart 
sensors are used to 
enhance guest 
experience further



What we offer ?

Bedside Panel

READING SCENARIO: turn lights 
on each side of the bed.

TV SCENARIO: appropriate light 
to watch TV.

SLEEPING SCENARIO: master 
OFF (lights, curtains, temperature 
in eco-mode).

CUSTOM FUNCTION: use the 
same interface to manage 
different scenes according to the 
time of day. This function allows 
energy saving and enhances 
guest comfort. For example, 
between 10 pm and 6 am, night 
ambiance can be activated by 
lowering the intensity of the light.

Lighting Path

During the night, the sensor will 
detect guest motion and turn on 
skirting lights between the 
sleeping area and 
entrance/bathroom area.

The guest does not have to turn 
on the lights or activate the 
astronomic function to go to the 
bathroom. It can be set up in the 
room in addition to the 
astronomic function.





Thanks to the 
Powerfull 
controller and the 
inteligent 
Software which 
made this possible



We need to include the 
Android Mobile 
Application sreenshot to 
controll RMS

Place your screenshot here

ANDROID
PROJECT



Place your screenshot hereWe need to include the 
screenshot of I pad 
Application to controll 
RMS

TABLET
PROJECT



5,400,000
We server

And Why Microsense ?

Guests a year

Whoa! That’s a big number



Our Presence
USA • UAE • UK • India • Sri Lanka • Maldives

For sales email contact@mi-fi.com


